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Almost 40 years ago, a family purchased a tract of land nestled in the Appalachian moun-
tain range in Pendleton County, West Virginia.  At that time a small, one room A-frame cabin 
sat in relative isolation at the base elevation of the rolling property along a winding dirt road 
that served as the only vehicular access to the site.  Over the years the cabin was expanded 
to include a living space and bedroom, roughly tripling the size of the house.  The space ac-
commodated scores of visitors and became embedded with personal memories and family 
history.  Eventually, the structure deteriorated, water began to creep into the roofing, and 
the low slung lay-in ceiling of the living room began to show signs of mold.  This sparked 
the undertaking of a significant, yet restrained renovation predicated on reinventing the 
place while maintaining traces of its past.  Given the low budget [$90/ft or <$100K], the 
transformation was only possible by maximizing efficiency within the original footprint.  The 
roof over the living space and the hunting cabin was completely removed and the beautiful 
dimensional lumber of the original A-frame roof was left exposed within a new library space.  
This gave way to a more expressive roof structure which springs from four timber columns 
offset from the original footprint to allow the composition to become unified beneath.  A 
linear set of clerestory windows tie the new form to the old and a new loft hovering over the 
kitchen signifies a new generation of inhabitants. ORIGINAL CABIN
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1    living room
2   kitchen
3   dining room
4   bunk room
5   library
6   bedroom
7   bathroom
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demo plan floor plan
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energy efficient metal roof

cantilevered roof overhang / 
passive solar shading

engineered lumber framing 
system utilizes post + beam 
method to minimize disturbance 
to original building structure

south facing clerestory to take 
advantage of winter solar gain

original oak siding recalimed for 
furniture + millwork

original roof framing salvaged 
for loft framing

reprogrammed attic provides 
loft w/o increasing footprint

high-efficiency on-demand hot 
water system 

high performance glazing

high performance insulation and 
weather resistant barrier 

salvaged door, interior glass par-
tition and wood burning stove

sustainable strategies












